
BEYOND OUR VISION
A tribute to Sydney Newmon with speciol regord to Doelof Who

Several names in the 'backstage' history of Doctor
Who have attracted mythological status. The first
name that might spring to mind is Terrance
Dicks, but I am not so much thinking of
Terrance Dicks as of others. Terrance walks
among us as a sort of wise uncle, at times critical
of his younger relations but always regarded with
respect and indulgence by them - at least until he
described the TV Movie as 'a load of crap' at the
1996 Panopticon. I am thinking of those
professionals who have become more remote
ftgures as a result of career success, geographical
distance or latterly, death. The latter has claimed
several far too soon - Brian Hayles, Malcolm
Hulke and especially David Whitaker, when all
were barely in. their fifties. Terry Nation died
earlier this year but had already passed into the
west, as it were, not only because of his position
as a Hollywood script doctor but also thanks to
his overprotective agent. Verity Lambert had
established herself by the late 1970s as one of
the giants of the television industry, to whom
Doctor Who was a formative experience
remembered with affection, but her
commitments rendered her inaccessible.

The doyen of these ftgures was Sydney
Newman, former head of BBC Drama Group,
who died on 30 October in Toronto, aged
eighty. Newman had left the UK for Canada in
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the late 1960s after a decade shaping television
drama first with the ITV company ABC, and
from January 1963, the BBC. Newman radically
reorganised the Drama Department, as it was
called until his arrival, grouping output into
'strands', with recognisable titles like Theatre 625,
Festival, and most famously The Wednesdt!J P!qy
(later, until its demise in the mid-1980s, Play for
Todt!J), dividing the roles of producer, story
editor and director which previously had been
combined in one person. The producer was
concerned with the "financial and artistic
strength" of his particular strand, the script
editor with finding new writing talent and
nursing the writer and his work towards
production, and to the director falls "the final
welding of the talents" so that the work can
attain its full value.1 As part of his populist
agenda, Newman also increased the number of
drama series that the BBC made, and one of
these series was Doctor Who. This article will
attempt to establish how much of the credit for
Doctor Who really belongs to Newman, and also
where the series was placed within his agenda
for the Drama Group.

Thev.newspaper-cobituaries- to",Sydney".
Newman remembered the 1960s as a glorious
period for television drama, and gave Newman
the credit. Similar views were expressed in the
third instalment of Auntie: The History of the BBC,
screened by BBC 1 recently. This programme
used extracts of interviews conducted for BBC
archival purposes with Newman, and with the
Director-General who appointed him, Sir Hugh
Greene. However, to many of those who were
working in drama at the BBC when Newman
arrived, Newman's agenda was nothing short of
destructive, a betrayal of everything that the
BBC should be protecting against the onslaught
of ITV. These people could not be dismissed as

1 The quotations come from ShaunSutton, The
Largest Theatre in the World: Thirty Years of
Television Drama, London:BBC, 1982,pp 17,66.



middle-aged and closed-minded relics of an
outdated patrician order, for their most articulate
spokesman would prove to be a young director,
just twenty-six when Newman was appointed.
He was Don Taylor. His television memoirs
were published by Methuen in 1990, under the
tide Dqys of Vision.

It is difficult to do justice to Taylor's
memoirs in this space. He cares deeply about
television as a means of transmitting high culture
to the working classes who had not been
fortunate enough to share Taylor's career. From
a small flat in Chiswick, he had passed the
eleven-plus, gone to a grammar school and then
to Oxford, progressing to a BBC traineeship and
from that to a place as a staff director. Taylor
dislikes series television, particularly what he
describes as "mass consumption rubbish, soap
opera drama like Coronation Street', and the rest
of it is for the most part "a sideline, popular
audience stuff ... not what the department was
for". Newman's predecessor at BBC Drama,
Michael Barry, epitomises to Taylor the "liberal
humanist attitude to the production of drama",
embodying the values of post-war British theatre
within the television framework, the aspiration
that the BBC Television Drama Department
should be 'the National Theatre of the Air.?

I hope that Sydney Newman replied to
Don Taylor to say that television drama should
not only be the National Theatre of the Air, but
the West End too. They had many
disagreements, to the extent that Newman
barred Taylor from the Drama Group after his
contract expired and allegedly tried to hound

. E.'1l out of the Arts Feature Department in"
which Taylor's talents found a berth. Taylor has
a low opinion of Newman, viewing him as
uneducated and ignorant. Other sources portray
him as an autodidact who, contrary to Taylor's
portrait, had read the classics of literature in his
own time and probably saw Taylor and his allies
as representatives of the 'establishment', seeking
to use the BBC to fulfil their own elitist agenda
rather than actually doing what Newman saw as
their job. That job was to compete for ITV for
ratings, and win; to Taylor, ratings were
irrelevant. Newman's views were those
appreciated by his superiors, who were largely
from a journalistic background, more aware of
political currents, and needed to prove to the

2 Don Taylor, Days of Vision, London: Methuen,
1990, p 100

politicians that the BBC was still a relevant and
appreciated force in 1960s Britain.

In many senses the predictions that
Don Taylor made in 1990 have come true.
Television drama has become more formulaic,
reliant on police and medical dramas. The series
drama that Sydney Newman introduced was
intended to win audiences by being original,
surprising viewers by breaking new ground. This
commitment to innovation was probably part of
the reason why Newman offered the post of
producer of Doctor Who to Don Taylor, probably
in June 1963. I think it's worth quoting the
entire paragraph in which Taylor explains why
he didn't take the job on:

I've often wondered what might have happened
if I'd taken him at his word: how the ubiquitous Doctor
might have become a trooper in the New Model Army,
and apal of j ohn Li/bume's, or what kind of Orweflian
political fotures he might have explored, and how the
dramas of European socialism and the languageofpoetry
might have impinged upon the vqyagers in the Tardis.
There, as tbey sqy, was a chance missed. One tNng I'm
pretry sure of, he wouldn't have become the kids'
favourite, or have had a world-widefan club: afact which
is perhaps worth a certain amount of thoughtful hair
twisting and chin scratching. But flrtunatefy I knew
roughfy what my virtues and limitations were.I told him
I'd never had the slightest interest in sciencefiction, and if
I wanted to doplays about thepast, I didn't need a time
traveller to take me there. I was taking his idea sen·ousfy,
and so, I believe,Jvashe. I'm sure neither of us thought of
it then as the kind of national comic strip it was to
become.So he told me to go and talk to EIJlyn [ones.'

Elwyn.jones was the Head of Series ar :
the time (he is best remembered by Who- fans as
the man who should have written 'The
Highlanders') and the ideas which Taylor recalls
having following the meeting show why
Newman thought Taylor the best producer for
Doctor Who. Taylor's new series was to be
"popular, but relevant, and to be taken quite as
seriously, and to be as complex in structure and
ideas as anything I had been dealing with"."
Sydney Newman, of course, appointed Verity
Lambert to the Doctor Who job and the
description he gives of his requirements -
somebody "full of piss and vinegar, who'd be
prepared to break rules in doing the show"

3 ibid., P 201
4 ibid., P 202
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could have applied equally to Taylor."
Interestingly enough, Lambert was paired with a
script editor who up until that point had been
working in plays with Taylor, David Whitaker,
who earlier in 1963 had script edited David
Mercer's For Tea on Sundqy. Such was the calibre
of those appointed by Newman to Doctor Who.
In its origin it was not a kitsch piece of genre
television, but in the words of Louis Marks "a
good and reputable thing to be involved with,
and thought of as a hugely innovative and
stimulating series to work on."6

Newman's Doctor Who was based on the
celebration of intellectual enquiry. Memos such
as that which he sent to Verity Lambert
requesting that future episodes of Doctor Who
"glamorise the title, occupation, ete. of an
engineer" seem eccentric today but manifest
Newman's sincerity of purpose in nurturing
Doctor Who. He wanted to "do the country a lot
of good".? In his own way, and in a fashion that
must have been incomprehensible to the likes of
Don Taylor, Newman's Who was positively
Reithian.

Although Newman in later years would
claim the lion's share of the credit for Doctor
Who, the series was very much the product of

5 David Howe,Mark Stammersand StephenJames
Walker,Doctor Who: The Handbook - The First
Doctor, London:Virgin, 1994
6 Interviewedby Peter Griffithsin 1995 for Doctor
Who Magazine. See issue 256,24 September1997
7 MarcusHeam, 'The Urge to Live' in Doctor Who
Magazine Summer Special, 1994, p 7A
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months of committee discussions. The credit at
the front of later editions of Jean-Marc
Lofficier's Programme Guide 'created by Sydney
Newman and Donald Wilson' has more to do
with perceptions of the series developed later in
the programme's history, when those who
mythologised the series' early years needed a
'creator' figure to match Star Trek's Gene
Roddenberry. The demands of Newman in the
1980s for an on-screen credit seem to have been
those of an embittered man who had found his
career over before he was ready to retire.
Considering the input of other people into the
format of Doctor Who, such as c.E. Webber,
Donald Wilson, David Whitaker, Anthony
Cobum and Rex Tucker, to name but a few,
Newman's wish for sole credit does him a
disservice.

Another disservice that Newman did
himself is the revised format for Doctor Who that
Newman provided for Michael Grade in 1986. It
reads as dated and uninspiring. It has little in
common, at least in its character sketches, with
the Doctor Who appreciated by large audiences in
the 1960s and 1970s, and represents a return to
theteducarional' series in Newman's mind which
was moderated by others into the successful first
season in 1963.8 Newman's supporting
characters are very juvenile and it has to be
remembered that he imposed the figure who
became Susan alongside the Doctor when he
reworked the Script Department's contemporary
SF serial format, 'The Troubleshooters', into
Doctor Who in March 1963.9 For Newman, the
near-senile Doctor and the young people who
forced him to keep travelling in his 'time-space

. . machine', were complementary, and ope could
not proceed without the other. It's clear that
almost everybody subsidiary to Newman who
helped develop the programme in 1963 thought
Newman's insistence on a child character in
error. The format submitted by the Script
Department noted that "Child characters do not
command the interest of children older than
themselves", and so when Newman insisted on a
child character she was placed at the upper end
of the age spectrum, and various attempts were
made to make her unusual. Initially 'Biddy' was
described as a "with-it girl of 15... eager for life,
lower than middle class", which smacks of

8 Howe, Stammersand Walker,Doctor Who - The
Eighties, London: Virgin, 1996, pp 93-4
9 Howe, Stammersand Walker,Handbook, pp 166-
172, andpassim



established BBC staffers self-consciously
pandering to Newman's known tastes." -The
series' success must partly have rested on that
initial episode, which would have lost a great
deal had Susan not been 'An Unearthly Child'.

Some of Newman's ideas for Doctor Who
were simplistic, but other intentions he had for
the series were more thoughtful. C.E. Webber,
when writing an early version of the writers'
guide for the series, postulated that the Doctor is
"an extension of the scientist who has opted
out", with a ''hatred of scientists, inventors,
improvers". Newman's response was "don't like
this at all. Dr. Who will become a kind of father
figure - I don't want him to become a
reactionary".» Nevertheless in the eyes of some
involved with the series this is exactly what did
happen: not long after Newman left the BBC,
the Doctor was heard to announce his dislike of
computers in an episode of 'The Invasion'; not
the same as wishing them all destroyed, true, but
certainly in the tradition of technofear amplified
in the series from mid-1966 onwards. When
Christopher H. Bidmead joined the series in
1980 he felt that it had become "a hippy-style
fantasy. .. a show where you could achieve
anything by waving a magic wand."12 Science
had all too often become the tool of the villains
while the Doctor would circumvent it with
knowledge and intuition, a far cry from the
original intentions of the series to make children
excited about science. Newman's original
didacticism was (thankfully) moderated,
principally by David Whitaker as story editor,
into character and situation-led television drama,
while keeping faith with Newman's original
intentions. Even. monsters such as the Daleks,
and later the Cybermen, were warnings about
ilie misuse of technology rather than
condemnations of it. By the end of the 1960s
viewers were being fed material such as 'Fury
from the Deep' and 'The Krotons' which, in
their ways, relied for their narrative drive on the
evils of technology and learning rather than of
those who used them. Had Sydney Newman's
guidelines still been kept in mind then both
stories would have been executed more
thoughtfully. By all accounts 'Fury' was an

10 ibid., P 174
11 Marcus Heam, 'Nothing at the End of the Lane'
in Doctor Who Magazine 208, 19 January 1994, pp
38-39
12 Interviewed by Peter Griffiths in 1997 for Doctor
Who Magazine 257,22 October 1997, p 8

excellent story and even concerned itself with
human relationships to a greater extent than
most oilier Doctor Who of its time, attention to
such details having been left in the background
somewhat following the restructuring of the
series made by Innes Lloyd and Gerry Davis in
1966. However, in that one of the pillars of its
story was superstition concerning technology, in
a pure sense - if we take the Who of Newman,
Whitaker et al as 'pure' - it wasn't Doctor Who at
all.

Doctor Who survived, however, because
of adulterations made to the series' format,
changes that were unavoidable as Doctor Who
evolved to fit new circumstances. The constants
of the Doctor's character have not been the
senility and self-interest clung to by Newman,
but the more open story-framing qualities with
which C.E. Webber was interested: "This is, as
regards him, a Quest story, a Mystery story, and
a Mysterious Stranger story, overall."13 This
decade, though, as the character has developed
in print rather than on screen, authors have
drawn on undercurrents dating from those early
years of the programme's production. Hints of
the character's amorality and possible
malevolence placed by writers of the last few
television stories were seized on by writers of
the New Adventures, and developed to a greater
degree than would have been thought possible.
The two writers most responsible were closely
associated with the McCoy Doctor's television
adventures, Andrew Cartmel and Ben
Aaronovitch. The seventh Doctor became an
increasingly frail figure, almost Newman's
bewildered old man by the time of
'Lungbaerow'. Don Taylor's vision of a Doctor
exploring the landmarks of history from a
socialist perspective have gained added
resonance from the remarks of the author seen
by many as the architect of Doctor Who original
print fiction, Paul Cornell: "My ideal of the
Doctor is now, and will probably always be,
Kate Orman's socialist hero, using his brains and
the terrible weight of his role as an individual to
preserve communities and the ordinary things of
life."14

The greatest contribution that Sydney
Newman made to Doctor Who was that he
secured the environment in which the
programme grew up. Don Taylor might have

13 Hearn, 'Nothing at the End of the Lane', p 38
14Writing in Matrix 54, Summer 1997, p 7
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regretted the change from the free-form,
theatrical, single play led television drama which
Michael Barry had encouraged but without
Newman's changes there might have been much
less drama of any kind broadcast on BBC 1 or
the new BBC 2. The stranded drama might have
been intellectually confining for the individual
director such as Taylor but the consensus seems
to be that Newman's policy impressed the
journalistically-trained BBC executives above
him to allow the reformed Drama Group a
larger share of the programme budget. True,
some of this was the result of empire-building
within the BBC. Some forms of drama were
within the bounds of the Light Entertainment
department; it was Eric Maschwitz, Head of
Light Entertainment, who commissioned the
initial Script Department report on science
fiction on television in 1962 that started the
process which led to Doctor Who.1s In radio,
Light Entertainment still look after drama such
as the recent Doctor Who and Blake's Seven
productions. Newman had also been among the
BBC players in the machinations that abolished
the Children's Department, transferring
children's drama to his sphere of influence and
established prograrr••rnes such as Crackerjack to
Light Entertainment, and Blue Peter to Women's
Programmes (which eventually evolved into the
present-day Children's Department) .16 Doctor
Who was primarily aimed at the 11-14 age group,
but not exclusivelyso.

Newman's BBC Drama strove to break
down barriers between social groups and make
culture and learning accessible to those whose
educational background had closed doors. In
this his aims were similar to those of Don
Taylor; but where Taylor aimed to subjugate and
eventually eliminate folk or popular culture,
using BBC Television to propagate work which
had only been the preserve of the wealthy or
highly educated to the mass population,
Newman's project was to construct routes from
popular culture into high culture by making
thoughtful but populist dramas which showed
'ordinary' people that drama could be relevant to
their lives. Taking control of children's drama,
and changing its emphasis to connect traditional

15 Howe, Stammersand Walker,Handbook, pp
159-161
16 For more informationon the abolitionof the
Children's Department,see BiddyBaxter and
Edward Barnes,Blue Peter: The Inside Story,
Letchworth:Ringpress, 1989, pp 54-58
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subjects such as history and technology together
and involve contemporary characters in costume
drama, was all part of the scheme. Newman
encouraged the 'kitchen sink' drama, increased
the number of serials while maintaining, if with
less enthusiasm, some of the more traditional
subjects that BBC Drama had dealt with in the
past. When Shaun Sutton succeeded him the
costume dramas returned to parity of esteem
and quantity. The barriers remained down, the
same personnel, at some level, working on Doctor
Who as on Play cf the Month or I, Claudius.

It's not surprising that many of the most
fervent Doctor Who fans are also defenders of
traditional BBC Drama, and lament the fall in
studio drama production and the rise of the
television film and the eo-production that has
taken place over the last ten years. Don Taylor
laments the end of the studio play in Dqys rf
Vision, and while some of the best Doctor Who
directors were those trained in film technique,
such as Douglas Camfield or Christopher Barry,
the programme was of course principally realised
using video, and most of its best-executed
scenes made using the techniques of the studio
play, in confined settings with dark sets, making
careful use of light when illuminating actors and
props. When the techniques of the studio play
began to be forgotten, Doctor Who suffered.

Doctor Who is essentially a storytelling
device, but I believe it is a good one. Even
though some of the stories it has told have been
poorly conceived or badly executed, the Doctor
and his companion still exist in their ideal form,
however submerged. That ideal form evolved
frorn the notes of Sydney Newman and .others .
rather than having been laid down by them at
the beginning, but I don't think Newman would
have dissented from the proposition that the
Doctor and his assistants should represent the
enquiring minds in us all. Doctor Who asks
questions, and points us in directions where we
can find the answers. Newman was thinking of
'science' and 'history' - unsophisticated labels for
a busy television executive restructuring a
department rather than a comment on the
intended audience - but Doctor Who ideallypoints
the way to all forms of learning, to moral and
ethical dilemmas, to other art forms beside
television, and more besides.

"In recent years they've screwed it up
completely," said Sydney Newman after a lecture
at the National Film Theatre in 1988. ''Doctor



Who is just stupid with all that science fiction
stuff. It's a bore! They've killed a beautiful
thing."17 I suspect that when Newman talked of
'science fiction' he was thinking of the 1950s B-
movies that purely set out to shock their
audience rather than educate them about the
potential uses of technology and inculcate a
sense of wonder. In the 1980s Doctor Who was
not dead, but for most of the decade it could be
fairly called lazy. Its 1996 revival became a

battleground for its very soul. The production of
'the TV Movie' - known by various titles, the
most recent of which is 'Doctor Who and the
Americans' - was operatic in style, building on
the scripted reference to Puccini. There were
many references to Frankenstein, not just to the
Universal movie, but to Mary Shelley's novel and
to a nineteenth-century illustration of the
awakening of the mons ter. Those in the film
who encountered the Doctor were better off for
knowing him, their moral faith in the universe
reinforced by his actions. However, most of its
values were those of latter-day global
entertainment which views television largely as a
distribution system than an art form in its own
right. It was a Doctor Who out of its context, for
all the Britons working on it; it shared a little of
the knowingness of its temporary stablemates at
Universal, Hercules: the Legendary [ourneys and
Xena: Wamor Princess, and much of the visual
shorthand of its fellow Fox feature, The X-Files.
Doctor fl/'"ho,who once travelled with his box to
new places, was in danger of being trapped
within it for ever.

I want there to be a new series of Doctor
Who, but not at any price. A series based on the
template of the TV Movie would fall far short of
my expectations and of the promise the series
has always had. Doctor Who should be a gateway
to other worlds, of knowledge, of literature, of
philosophy, of science, and part of a television

17 Quoted in Celestial Toyroom, September/October
1988, p 3

service with faith in itself. The more self-
promotion the BBC does, the more it shows that
it had lost that faith. Restoring a culture of
innovative drama plays, series and serials, which
deal with as many aspects of the human
experience as possible, would be the best tribute
to the life and values of Sydney Newman. If
those series include Doctor Who, then so much
the better.

Monhew Kilburn

SYDNEY NEWMAN
A Chronology

1917: Born in Canada, 1April

1944: Appointed' to first production role at
Canada Carries On, National Film Board of
Canada.

1947: Joined NBCTelevision, New York

1952: Returned to Canada to join CBC
Television

1954: Moved to Britain

1958: Appointed producer, Armchair
Theatre, ABC TV (ITV franchise holder,
weekend, North and Midlands). Expanded
role into that of Head ofDrama.

1960: Co-devised The Avengers with
Leonard White

1962: Head of Drama Group, BBCTV.

1963: Co-devised Doctor Who.

1967: Joined Associated British Picture
Corporation

1970: Returned to Canada, eventually
becoming Director, National Film Board of
Canada

1986: Consulted by Michael Grade on
future direction of Doctor Who.
Subsequently makes programmes for
Grade at Channel 4.

1990: Returns to Canada

1997: Dies in Toronto, 30 October.
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